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INFORMATION
The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.

THE SINDELAR STUDIOS
2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California
VENUS the Love Sun

VENUS the Love Sun Joy of the night
Radiant, blazing, all-dazzling bright,
Shed forth Thy Blessings, pour forth
Thy Light,
Enter the heart of earth's children bright.

Show them the Way, the Vict'ry of Love,
Let them abide in Thy Heart above!
Fill them with Glory—Thy Holy Peace,
Lift them on high and make discord cease!

Call them—Oh! call them until they hear,
They are to our hearts so truly dear!
Enter! now enter! Children of Light,
"I AM" the Presence, Power and Might!

Venus, blest Venus, Oh evermore
Thy Precious Self, we love and adore,
Queen of the Sky, all earth and the sea
Venus, the Love Sun, make us like Thee!

—Chanera
WANT you to know, beloved students every one, Our Gratitude and Our Appreciation of your wondrous sincere efforts. We want you to know how clearly We see your Victory. We wish you to have this encouragement. Go forward my precious ones, Victory is yours. Falter not! Fear not! but go on and on, in the fulness of the acceptance of your Presence, so It may do for you, for mankind and America that which is so close at hand.

We find since the opening of this Class, that for which We could hardly have hoped, now being made possible. Will you accept this with Us, and in the future as the Messenger has requested, will you—because of Our Love—hold yourselves harmonious under every circumstance that the fulness of this Assistance, this flood of Light, may fill you and your world with Its Mighty perfecting activity? I assure you beloved ones, that you will never have reason to regret it, if you will acquiesce to this request.

We see a means of doing for you what seemed impossible, before the opening of this class. Will you accept Our Help in Its fullest activity within you? I want to say to those beloved ones visiting here from other points, that it was not just your desire to come that brought you here. There was a far greater reason. While your physical bodies are here, We can anchor at your points in the United States a certain Activity of Our Light and Power. I will make it clearer to you by saying, that We will make each one a focal point of the Cosmic Light, for special activities at those points.

You beloved ones, as yet, have little conception of what has been done through your call to the
Great Divine Director, in rendering this Service to the earth. We call your attention to this, because it means so much more in the accomplishment. Without your attention upon a given objective, only a small part of such accomplishment is possible. Where We have your co-operation through your attention, which in your Love for Freedom and Us, it makes possible the doing of limitless things.

I want to assure you to-night, your co-operation is making possible a greater Assistance to mankind, than you can possibly imagine at this time. Will you not be firm and strong in holding harmony in your feeling world? If you will allow Us to help you become what the Messengers have asked so many times, a Blazing Sun of Light, whose Radiance from your Presence pours forth, your Radiance will become the mightiest harmonizing activity, not only for you, but the world and environment in which you move.

Does it seem that I am placing an obligation upon you? Not at all, but I feel your Love strong enough to-night, to be certain that you will do this for Us—every one of you, and then shall you see not only the expansion of your own Light, but the dissolving of all discord from the earth.

I say to you that in many, many, many centuries, such an opportunity has not been offered. Why do you suppose, blessed ones of Los Angeles and elsewhere, the Messengers have come to you at regular intervals? Because We thought We saw this possibility. You have all felt that some unusual thing would take place in this class. It has taken and is taking place. Will you be patient, until greater outer manifestation of Our Presence is here?

It is difficult at first, for mankind to realize that these great Inner Powers of the Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Cosmic Beings are REAL. They are MIGHTY and one day, not so far distant, you will all come to know the Truth of these Words, providing this is maintained as I have asked. We do not prophesy, but We state a Mighty Truth which can be fulfilled with your co-operation; but everything depends upon the harmony maintained. I am sure that through the great Love in your hearts, every one will, to the fullest of his ability, do everything and call each one’s Presence into action, to enable all to be of the greatest assistance possible.

Will you beloved ones, visitors from other points, carry these Words home with you? Please do not be concerned about the happenings of unfortunate individuals, who might be discordant or vicious. The time has arrived, beloved ones, when the vicious activity of mankind has no power. We have waited for more than four hundred thousand years for this time, that blessed humanity might have this Assistance and Freedom. I trust to-night, each one of you will feel your true responsibility and great joy, in your privilege of being a part of this Great Service.

We expect to establish another activity of this kind in the East through which, like a great Rainbow of Promise, these two foci may act. I am sure you feel to-night as never before in this embodi-ment, the great, great Reality of which you are a part. Feel Our Joy and what it means to you indi-vidually, to be a part of this Great Service in the Light. It is no ordinary thing, beloved ones. Oh, that I might draw aside the veil and show you the reason for My Words. I may not do that
to-night, but be assured many, what seem to you now very wondrous things, will take place as mankind is prepared for them.

Go forward, beloved ones, with joy singing in your hearts, and fear no appearance of the outer world. Remember these Words I have said to you to-night—"All vicious destructive appearances of human activities no longer have power." If you will FEEL this, as My Words convey it to you, you will find that no thing in the world of the human octave will ever again affect you or disturb you. You will feel My great calm Authority and Victory of Love in you, in your home, in your environment and in your activity. As you move forward, you will become aware that no longer is your body just a physical body; but the Light of God, your "Mighty I AM Presence" is always moving before you, spreading Its Radiance everywhere.

I thank you for this opportunity, and remember! you are never alone! Shortly there will come forth certain Assistance to every sincere individual, which I may not mention to-night. Will you be kind enough to do this for Me: Silently before you retire at night, will you send Love and blessings to those individuals who have because of some outside influence, turned aside from this Pathway of Light? We do not want to see anyone fail anywhere. I do not mean, that you should be subject to their influence in any way; but in the silence of your own room, call to their "Mighty I AM Presence" to give them the assistance and cut them free from every hypnotic influence which would deprive them of the Freedom and the blessings which this Light holds for them. A great service can be rendered in that way. The Light will always one day claim Its Own; but in this assistance, you can help those blessed ones greatly, by calling their Presence into action to cut them free from everything, which has led them astray.

I say to you to-night, beloved ones, this Light which Saint Germain has brought to you is the Greatest in four hundred thousand years, that has come forth to the earth. This Understanding which He has brought to you; this Presence, every detail, every Word of it is true. Every one, who wants to, can apply the Law and prove It true for himself and release the assistance they wish to give others.

Do not allow human opinions to deprive you of this Freedom. You are the beneficiary of Its Blessings. That is why I try to remind you, to hold the guard strongly about you and go on like a rocket into your Victory of the Light; for this Presence is the ONLY SOURCE in the Universe which can bring It to you, or bring you into It and sustain you. There is nothing else that you can find which will do it.

I say to you, as one Who has guarded the earth and its children for more than two million years, that This Work is True. It is the Greatest Truth brought to mankind in more than four hundred thousand years. If you will, or care to believe Me, then you will understand that this is not an ordinary Service being rendered mankind; but a Power of Infinite Cosmic Light and Glory unknown to the children of earth. Those who are proving It feel the Assurance, the Glory, the Peace and rest in the mightiest action mankind can have. You are coming to find, that there is rest in the action of your "Mighty I AM Presence." Will you remember that, beloved ones, and be free?

I thank you.
ELOVED Children of the Light, I consider this one of the great joys that has been Mine in My Humble Effort to point the way in the most simplified manner, by which you could free yourself from the accumulation of the misunderstanding of Life. Do you realize that all limitations of Life, by which individuals have surrounded themselves, after all are just the misunderstanding of Life?

Now our precious ones, who have been so fortunate to-night, as to receive into their world an Activity and Power of the Ascended Masters, will see how great has been their privilege. As they give obedience to the Law of Self-control and harmony within themselves, so shall their “Mighty I AM Presence” become quickly the ruling, directing Intelligence and activity of their worlds.

As students of the “Mighty I AM,” you have all entered joyfully into the Greater Understanding of Life, where mistakes cease. Will you notice, I say to you: “where all mistakes and misunderstandings of Life cease.” That is not an imaginary thing, but a Mighty Activity that is taking place in the Life of every one of you who is really sincere and in earnest.

You cannot give your attention to your “Mighty I AM Presence” earnestly and sincerely, without Its Perfection filling your world; and to the degree that you keep your feelings harmonious will It act quickly or require more of the human sense of time as you know it. Within the feeling world of each one of you a change is taking place so
rapidly, that some of you I am quite sure have a little difficulty in keeping abreast with it. You sometimes almost pinch yourselves, to see if you are the same individuals you were a short time ago, and it is very wonderful. You are not, any one of you, the same individual that you were even six months ago.

In all preparatory work in the feeling world of individuals, in which this change begins to take place, there is always more or less to some degree a feeling of struggle, until one comes to the point where he realizes, that to let go humanly brings rest and peace. As was the experience of this good Messenger, who found such rest and peace in allowing his "Mighty I AM Presence" do the work, so shall you experience the same wonderful release.

Now, that does not mean beloved young people or the older ones either for that matter, that we should just sit down and expect the Presence to do for us what It has to do through us. Remember that ALL the Presence does, It must do through you so far as your world is concerned; and through YOU MUST POUR THE PERFECTION of the Presence into your world, to have the results that you require.

I rejoice so very greatly with you. You know, I feel just a little whimsical to-night. Maybe I too am still a little boy; but I say to you frankly, I wish that the Law of your Being permitted Me to show you, with a wave of My Hand, what this nucleus means to you and to America. You have no idea, beloved ones, in your fondest imaginings what this means to-night; but you will see its manifestation, of that you can be sure.

Oh, what mankind throughout the centuries would have given for this Understanding in all the centuries, in all the embodiments of struggle which individuals have gone through. Now mark you — in the lack of the understanding of Life, for that is all it means, individuals having forgotten that they really were Divine Beings, became entangled with their own human creations. To-day, the human creation of all mankind is fast being dissolved.

I never lose an opportunity of reminding you what your Mighty Decrees have meant and will continue to mean to mankind. Remember, beloved ones, those Decrees are going forth with dynamic power into the mental and feeling world of all mankind, because it is one. The mental and feeling world of mankind everywhere is one. Therefore, when these Mighty Decrees and Qualities, are being charged forth into the mental and feeling world of mankind, then you must see how stupendous is the activity which is going on.

Really the accomplishment in mankind to-day is very great, even at this time. The human creation of mankind is making its last stand, so to speak. It has struggled for supremacy and dominion, which it has held for so long; but to-day that human creation knows its defeat. It knows the Power of the Light, which is coming forth from the Great Cosmic Beings is bringing in the Eternal Victory. Within the heart of individuals whose attention has been called to the Power of their own "Mighty I AM Presence," is blazing the Victory and Power of Light and human creation knows its own defeat has come. Human creation knows that it is becoming powerless, to longer govern and hold its dominion over mankind, even though humanity be its creator.
The beauty, the magnificence of this Understanding of the great and Mighty Presence, beloved ones, is, that no matter what the creation of the individual may be; no matter what qualities have been registered within the feeling world of mankind, yet in the Understanding of this Great Presence, you know your Victory is certain. When you call forth the Mighty Power of the Violet Consuming Flame and charge your mental and feeling world with the mighty currents of Purifying Energy from the "Mighty I AM Presence," your call is always to some degree amplified by the Great Host of Ascended Masters. If your mistakes, even from the human standpoint might seem great, almost terrifying to some, still have they no power.

As you call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mistakes, your own and all humanity's, you enter into the full requirement of the Law of Life, to transmute them all into the Perfection of your Presence. Thus you can see the magnificent Mercy of the Presence in enabling you to call these Mighty Currents of Energy forth and use the Violet Consuming Flame to dissolve and consume every limiting discordant thing which you have drawn about you through the centuries. Always remember, the magnificent Mercy of the Great Law which enables you in a few weeks, a few months or at most a few years, to dissolve and consume the accumulation of thousands of years. Is it not worth everything in the world to make the effort and be willing to give sufficient obedience to gain the Victory?

Beloved ones, without obedience, and I mean by that joyful willing obedience, how can you expect the Victory which, notice, is infinite? Your Victory in the acknowledgment of your Presence is not a fragmentary or temporary thing. It is the complete Victory of Life, established now, which goes on, and on, and on, He definite regulated pulsation from your "Mighty I AM Presence," as your Higher Mental Body sees the requirements in your particular activity.

This is why, beloved ones, the Understanding which it has been My Humble Privilege to bring forth, is the Real definite Eternal Understanding of Life, by which every human being who wants to, who is in earnest, can set himself or herself free. These Laws which I have brought to your attention are not imaginary things. They are the definite activities of the Almighty All-powerful Law of Life, which goes into action at your Decree, at your call, at your command, to produce whatever quality you call forth into action in your Life.

You have been qualifying your Life Stream by accepting the appearance of limitation and discord with those qualities.

I say to these precious loved ones to-night, know this: at your age you young people need not any longer allow your feeling to keep qualifying your world with imperfection or limitation of any kind. Your Presence stands waiting. The Higher Mental Body of each one of you is ready to release, at your call, everything required to fill your Life with courage, strength and happiness. It will release every good thing you require for your happiness, comfort and Service in the Light and to the Light. After all, there is only one service, beloved ones in all the wide world, that every heart is seeking and that is the Service of the Light. Then each one has come home to his own.
As long as the intellect will not accept the Light of the heart as the Directing Intelligence, so long will mankind remain in limitation and disturbance. When the intellect will accept and know that the Light of the heart is the Directing Intelligence, then the co-operation of thought and feeling becomes the Power of the Presence in action at all times, through each one. That is what you are gaining to-day, beloved ones, that is your Victory.

I want to anchor in your feeling to-night, the great mercy which is before mankind in the Understanding of this Presence; so you can dissolve, consume and dispose of all mistakes which have been accumulated through the centuries. You can do this in such a comparatively short time, because of the Assistance of the Great Cosmic Light, which makes it possible. As I stated to many of you just a few nights ago, Our Joy is so great, because for the first time in the history of the earth, the Great Cosmic Law permits Us to release more powerful forces into the world; to dissolve with Greater Power the discordant human creation which mankind has generated.

The Great Divine Director is giving this Tremendous Service to America and her cities, as well as to individuals, He is directing the Angels of Blue Lightning and those who wield the Sword of Blue Flame, to pass through these cities every eight hours, take out all discarnate entities, who cannot leave the earth's atmosphere, and at the same time dissolve and consume the humanly created thought forms. What do you think that means? Even the evidence of His Help is already in the atmosphere of those cities. You will find it more and more evident as the days pass; because these activities, beloved ones, do not wait for permission from mankind. The Divine Director has set

the Great Law into action and no human being's permission is asked. This is why It becomes so tremendous through Its Power to release mankind from limitation and lift humanity into the Fulness and Power of the Presence called forth into action.

Will you not accept this to-night, beloved ones? Oh the pity that ALL young people do not realize, that in this Understanding of their Presence they do not need to go through the distress of the older ones. Unless they are willing to take hold of the Scepter of Power which the Presence holds forth to them and assert Self-Control and Dominion over their feelings, they will lose the opportunity to set their worlds into Divine Order and have the Happiness and Perfection which could be theirs. I am so grateful there are so many young people who are taking advantage of this wondrous opportunity; for it will make their lives a Pathway of Light, happiness, success and achievement.

In the fulness of My love, I enfold you and these beloved ones who have graduated to-night. I place My Mantle of Light upon their shoulders, if they care to accept It, that It may remain as a protecting Presence to them. May the Great Light hold their attention without wavering unto the full Perfection which can be theirs. To you all, I say: I hold your hand in Mine in the fulness of the Power and Love which is of your Presence. May you quickly gain the Victory of Self-control, in the full conscious ability to be still enough, to be harmonious to allow your Presence at ALL times to be the Only Directing Intelligence, the governing and controlling Power of yourselves and your world, to produce its Victory and your Ascension. I thank you.
PERFECTION IN COLORS

The illustration on opposite page is by our Blessed Messenger Mrs. G. W. Ballard

In this explanation of colors and their effect upon the Life, health and supply of the individual, we state the ASCENDED MASTERS’ LAW, from the standpoint of energy and vibration. From this no one can ever escape and it matters not what the human opinion of any one is, the GREAT ETERNAL LAW OF ENERGY AND VIBRATION does not change to suit the theories of human intellects that have but fragmentary information.

The GREAT ASCENDED MASTERS KNOW THIS MIGHTY LAW OF ENERGY AND VIBRATION IN ITS FULNESS and therefore, THEY ARE THE ONLY AUTHORITY concerning Its Mighty operation throughout the Universe.

Each color is a special rate of vibration which is its quality. In electrical parlance each color is a special frequency which is the manifestation of a definite form and quality.

It is only in the lower octaves of vibration that discord can register because when a certain frequency is reached, all becomes PERFECTION. In other words when the rate of vibration reaches into the ASCENDED MASTERS’ OCTAVE OF LIFE, it becomes so rapid that only PERFECTION can exist within it.

Each rate has a special effect upon the mental, emotional and physical bodies of the individual, his pocket-book and world as well. It is the understanding of this that mankind needs to have, in order to correct destructive conditions and reach PERFECTION.
No one on this earth need ever expect health, prosperity, protection or happiness if that one insists on wearing black or red clothing or surrounds himself with those colors. There are absolutely no Life, health nor prosperity vibrations in black, for it is the absence of all LIFE. When the ASCENDED MASTERS make this statement, people often say: “Well what about the darkness of night provided by nature for sleep?” The real TRUTH is that the actual color vibration of the night hours is not black. It is dark BLUE, which is always an energizing vibration. Many ask about the red in our flag. That symbolizes the blood shed by the early patriots for the freedom of America, and when the discord within our land is consumed it will be replaced by gold as the Golden Age comes into full dominion.

The red of this planet has nothing constructive in it for our humanity, as the entire color vibration for human beings on this earth is GOLD. Those are not the words of the Messengers. They are the words and LAW of the GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS. All red on this planet is a record of impurity and when that impurity is removed, the color instantly becomes GOLD.

Anyone can test this out. When fire is burning, the color of the flame indicates the amount of impurity in the substance being burned. For instance: When leaves and the debris of nature are thrown into the fire, the flame becomes golden, except when they have become contaminated by the impurities imposed upon them by the discord of human beings. The red in all physical fire is the impurity being consumed.

This is also true of the blood stream of the individual, for where the blood stream of the human body is red, in the case of the ASCENDED MASTERS’ BODIES, the blood stream is a LIQUID GOLDEN LIGHT. The only difference between the Unascended being and the ASCENDED MASTER is the impurity in the flesh structure, the mental and emotional bodies of the individual.

Notice, how even the outer world’s use of the color red is always to indicate destruction. Even in the use of stop lights and danger signals, the red always means destruction, both physical and moral. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT HUMANITY UNDERSTAND THIS, in order to stop the use of that rate of vibration which destroys all that they really are trying to accomplish.

STUDENTS especially should understand, that whatever color they surround themselves with, they ARE ABSORBING into their minds, feelings, bodies and worlds. This means the individual is MASTER OF EVERYTHING, every condition he contacts, if he understands and obeys this LAW.

Everyone absorbs through his eyes the quality of every color he looks at and through his eyes, that quality is recorded in his flesh. This is very evident when one waves a red flag to a bull, which the toreador does, to arouse all the destructive qualities within the animal. This being true of the coarse animal, how much more is it true of the sensitive human being in his every activity of the day. This is why babies and very young children cry when grown people dressed in black or red try to hold them. The children are infinitely more sensitive than grown people and feel the qualities in color much more keenly than do their elders.

One of the most disastrous effects of colors is in the use of the infra-red ray for so-called healing. It sometimes temporarily allays pain, but if those
using it could see what registered within or attaches itself to the emotional body of the individual, that they must handle days or weeks later, they would never use it the second time or want the second look at the vicious forms that it creates.

LAW IS LAW dear people of earth, and no one ever escapes this MIGHTY LAW OF ENERGY AND VIBRATION.

Certain rates of vibration create a feeling of ease within the individual and others create the opposite. It is very evident therefore, that if one wants PERFECTION, comfort, happiness, prosperity, etc. he MUST DEFINITELY determine and control the rates of vibration flowing through his mind, body and world. The choice of color by which he surrounds himself is one of the most powerful and simplest ways of doing this and anyone can prove it for himself.

When it comes to the supply of money, energy or anything that the individual needs in his Life activity, it is impossible to attain or retain a sufficient supply of money, food, clothes, energy or any good thing, if black and red are used. There is no prosperity, health or peace in black or red! remember that always. When one shuts off the LIGHT from plant life, it dies. Black shuts off the LIGHT OF LIFE.

Now we come to the rates of vibration that contain the things that make mankind happy and PERFECT. These are, contained in the colors WHITE, GOLD, PINK, VIOLET, BLUE AND GREEN. Only when these colors are used in their clean clear bright shades are they the channels for the release of the PERFECTION ALL CRAVE. Dark dirty, pastel colors and shades are not constructive. One can have pale shades of any color and still have it constructive; but the dull, muddy, dark colors are all destructive in their effect upon the individual’s Life and its activities.

The greyish greens, greenish yellows, reddish browns, etc. do NOT contain anything the individual really wants in himself or his world. If the people would only govern these things in their dress and activity, which they could so easily, they would have full proof of this GREAT LAW. They would never again use those colors which are not of the PURITY AND PERFECTION OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS’ OCTAVES AND SPHERES OF LIGHT—THE ONLY PLACE FROM WHICH PERFECTION EVER COMES.

The use of these colors in the channels of fashion and art is the hypnotic suggestion of the sinister force to drag down mankind resistance so they cannot hold to the ideals, Power and Victory of the Light which only manifests in clear, bright, clean colors. The Ascended Masters’ ideals and Perfection are the only source of permanent happiness, and these are the Victory of the Light. Individuals who want the Victory of the Light, health, supply and happiness, will only wear and surround themselves with the clean, clear bright colors that contain Perfection, and which are the channels that release these blessings and gifts.

The colors all mankind need most to-day are WHITE, GOLD, PINK, VIOLET, BLUE AND GREEN! VIOLET purifies, strengthens, illumines, spiritualizes, raises and gives very great FREEDOM. GOLD soothes, illumines, harmonizes, and raises all into the ALL-KNOWING MIND OF GOD—the “Mighty I AM Presence.” It also expands the activity of the Flame of DIVINE LOVE within the heart of the individual and prevents
irritation and disturbance in the feelings. It soothes all irritated nerve conditions.

Green and gold together act like a magnet to draw supply to the outer activity of the individual and to bring harmony and sustained supply for those who will use it.

Pink is the activity of Divine Compassion and Divine Love which extends mercy and forgiveness to all it contacts. It releases a tremendous healing power because of its soothing forgiving feeling and ease of Divine Love.

White is always the most powerful purity of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and contains all the other colors and their qualities. It purifies, illuminates, perfects, raises, heals, and protects, because within the PURE WHITE LIGHT is the FULNESS of all good things, and it is the PRIMAL SUBSTANCE from which all form has come into being.

BLUE is energy, strength and power, but unless it is qualified with the ASCENDED MASTERS' CONSCIOUSNESS OF DIVINE LOVE AND DIRECTED BY THEIR WISDOM, it is simply electronic force, which is power. Power that is not qualified by Divine Love and directed by Wisdom will energize anything it contacts and therefore, should always be qualified with the ASCENDED MASTERS' CONSCIOUSNESS which only allows it to act constructively.

The colors all mankind need most to-day are open doors through which either constructive or destructive qualities come into your mind, body, feeling and world. You are the authority, as to what you wish manifested in your life and world. The LAW OF ENERGY AND VIBRATION IS ETERNAL, ABSOLUTE AND UNCONDITIONAL. You are the one who must choose, operate it, and then live in the results of your choice.

Good clean, clear bright colors are rivers of blessings from the REALMS OF LIGHT—the SOURCE OF ALL PERFECTION. THE ASCENDED MASTERS ARE THE FULNESS OF THE PERFECTION ALL CRAVE. THEIR OCTAVE OF LIFE IS HOME FOR ALL WHO SEEK THE CONSTRUCTIVE WAY OF LIFE. OBEY THE GREAT LAW OF THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" AS THEY HAVE GIVEN IT AND THROUGH THAT OBEDIENCE BECOME THE FULNESS OF ALL PERFECTION AS THEY HAVE DONE! AND ONCE AGAIN KNOW THE VICTORY OF LIGHT AND THE FULNESS OF YOUR FREEDOM THROUGH THAT LIGHT!

• DECREES •

"Mighty I AM Presence"! You are my atmosphere! See that "I AM" ALWAYS PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! Turn this condition of ___________________ into a GIGANTIC ASCENDED MASTER MIRACLE OF JOY, PEACE, PROTECTION, SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS AND KEEP MY FEELINGS LOCKED IN YOUR HEART FOREVER!
The Rays of Light from the heart, head and hands of the Electronic Body above every human being are pouring out constantly. These Rays of Light are the Substance and Power of Divine Love from the Heart of the Great Central Sun, pouring through the Electronic Body of the individual.

When you call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action to charge any person, place, condition or thing with Ascended Master Perfection, one of these Rays of Love, Light and Substance pours directly into the condition to be changed and, filling it with their Ascended Master Light-Substance, raises its vibratory rate until Perfection is manifest.

If wisdom, discrimination and right ideas are needed in any situation, the Ray of Light-Substance would come forth from the center of the forehead of the Electronic Body into the top of the head of the physical body and would fill the brain with blazing, dazzling White Light, which gives off a Radiance of Gold. This charges the mind with clear, alert, quick comprehension and a feeling of energy, exhilaration and the happiness that new ideas always bring.

If Divine Love and Compassion are needed in any condition, the Ray of Light-Substance would come forth from the Heart of the Electronic Body.

It would come down through the top of the head of the physical body, into the heart and blaze Its Golden Flame of Divine Love out through the heart. The Radiance from this Golden Flame would be a delicate pink and always fill the feelings with Divine Love, ease, peace, comfort and kindliness.

If actual energy and power are needed, a Ray of Light-Substance would come forth from the throat center of the Electronic Body, into the top of the head of the physical body and out through the throat center, charging forth a feeling of energy and power of accomplishment. The color of this Ray is white with a Radiance of Blue.

The Higher Mental Body of every one is the Selective Intelligence that determines what the individual needs; but if one is using a special activity of Love, Wisdom and Power, the duty of the intellect is to assist the Higher Mental Body by visualizing the Ray of Light-Substance pouring through the center whose special service is required.

Thus, for children in school or for anyone doing mental work, the visualizing of the Violet Consuming Flame passing through and around the physical body, and especially the brain and aura, clears the way. Then to feel the White Light-Substance from the Electronic Body flow down into the head and out through the center between the eyes, will give great clearness of mind and quick comprehension to the student.

It is just as important to bathe the mind and brain structure with Pure White Light as it is to bathe the body with pure water, for the Pure White Light refreshes, purifies and energizes the mental body and physical brain structure to the blessing of the individual.
In every Group Meeting it is our request, that the chart be explained as Mr. Ballard does it in class; by reading the descriptions in the "Voice of the I AM"; for the reason that no one on earth can look at that chart or be reminded of its activities too often. The more everyone can remember that chart, see and feel its action, the more POWER of Light and Love can come through and the more peace the individual will have.

Every time anyone contemplates the RAYS OF LIGHT pouring out from the Presence, he should remember that those are the STREAMS OF POWER that go forth to fulfill his Decree and are the answer to his call to the Presence. Every time the Presence does anything for you, one of those Light Rays goes forth, releases its Substance and Energy of LIGHT into the condition and produces PERFECTION.

All should realize that these tremendous Streams of actual Substance, Energy and Power are charging forth continually and therefore are ready at every instant to rush into whatever needs Perfection and fill it full to overflowing with all that is good. TRY TO FEEL THIS BLESSED ONES and let it flow through into your mind, body and world—without interruption.

Blessed ones everywhere, every time you are conscious of your problems, look into the face of your PRESENCE and see a Great Ray of Light go from Its Heart directly into the problem: see that LIGHT SUBSTANCE fill the problem full to overflowing with blazing dazzling White Light: see that problem disappear or become filled with whatever is required to replace it by PERFECTION. Then call your Presence into action to keep ITS PERFECTION forever sustained.

This IS the Power, Light and Substance of Divine Love fulfilling your call and is the activity and Fulfillment of the Law. Divine Love has a way and means by which it acts, to fulfill your requirements and this projection of the Light Rays from the Heart of your Presence is the PERFECT HARMONIOUS WAY of accomplishing all things.

- DECREES -

TO ALL DISCORDANT FEELING SAY INSTANTLY: "STOP! you are not going to steal my Life to live longer to come back and torment me."

OR

"Get out of my way to MY PRESENCE! get out of my world forever! I AM VICTORY! I AM LIGHT! I AM LOVE! I AM FREEDOM! I AM MASTER—NOW!—EVERYWHERE I MOVE, I AM THE 'MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE' IN ACTION, IN AND THROUGH THIS FLESH BODY AND FROM NOW ON, I OCCUPY IT COMPLETELY FOREVER!"
RECIOUS young people of America, we ask each one of you to feel himself personally responsible for maintaining harmony wherever he moves; for the greatest need today is for every individual to feel the responsibility and need to keep his feelings peaceful and joyous.

There is the greatest opportunity of all ages to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, to harmonize all that is brought to our attention for the protection of America and the Victory of Light in ourselves.

It is extremely important that the young people and all of the "I AM" Students use the following Decree to qualify and govern the atmosphere within, around and above all the Americas; that the Ascended Masters may fill and charge it with Their Electronic Light-Substance so no destructive activities of any kind can act with our atmosphere.

If the young people especially will keep themselves harmonious and call into outer activity this powerful protecting Substance of Ascended Master Light into our atmosphere, it will make impossible the entrance of airplanes into the Americas which bring destruction or come with wrong intent to our people.

This would also make it impossible for poison gas to be released to harm or destroy any person, place, condition or thing in America.

Please use the following Decree at least three times a day from now on and always in your Study Groups: "Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Great Angelic Host, Mighty Legion of Light and Great Cosmic Beings, come forth at once in Your Full Power of the Unfed Flame, the Three times Three and the Cosmic Light! charge and qualify all the atmosphere within, around and above the Americas with the Blue Lightning of the Ascended Masters Divine Love, Light-Substance and Power. Fill it so full of this Blazing Presence that it instantly repels all activities unlike itself, and give the Americas this Mighty Invincible Protection now and forever without limit! Ever expand Its Almighty Victories of the 'Light of God that never fails,' and we thank Thee Thou dost always answer our every call.

• DECREE •

GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR—Before you retire at night, say to all human creation:

"In the name of my 'Mighty I AM Presence' and the Power of the Ascended Masters, I say to all human creations: 'You have no power,' 'Mighty I AM Presence' and Great Cosmic Light, project Thy Mighty Light Rays in and through the earth, establishing Thy Currents throughout the atmosphere of earth and cause all destructive qualities to cease to exist.'"
FUTURE APPEARANCES

OF THE MESSENGERS

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
August 13 to August 22 Inclusive
MUSIC HALL THEATRE
7th and Olive Way
For Information, "I AM" READING ROOM
613 New Orpheum Bldg.
5th and Stewart Street.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
September 24 to October 3 Inclusive
JORDAN HALL
Boston Conservatory of Music
For Information, "I AM" READING ROOM
120 Boylston Street

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
October 15 to October 24
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM
29 West 39th Street
For Information, "I AM" READING ROOM
311 Roosevelt Hotel
45th St. and Madison Avenue

RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

BOSTON...Personal Broadcast By the Messenger, MRS. G. W. BALLARD
Station WNAC, Yankee Network
September 17-18-19-20-21-22-23
Hours to be announced later.

LOS ANGELES...KFAC, every Sunday
9:45 to 10:00 A.M.
Transcription Program

SAN FRANCISCO...KJBS, every Sunday
11:45 AM to 12:00 M.
Transcription Program
ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES

Just released by SAINT GERMAIN PRESS

It is our very great joy and privilege to announce the release of the ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES Volume VI of the Saint Germain Series. It contains a series of Dictations by various Ones of the Ascended Masters before thousands of the “I AM” Students in the United States of America within the past year.

The purpose of these Dictations is to help the students and readers hold their attention upon the “Mighty I AM Presence” and that of the Ascended Masters and through this, quiet and purify the emotional or feeling body of such persons enough, to enable the Ascended Masters’ Comprehension and Light to lift them into a closer communion with their own “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Through the greater acceptance and feeling in each individual of the Reality of his own “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Ascended Masters can charge each one and his world with more of Their Consciousness and Perfection.

Those who heard these Dictations felt in no uncertain terms the Mighty Courage and Strength from these Blessed Ascended Masters, while Their Words were being spoken. Many received instantaneous healing at the same time and all felt the charge of Power and Electronic Force into the room.

This book contains three beautiful color charts for the contemplation of the student. Each book is charged with the Ascended Masters’ Mightiest Love, Light and Power to produce Harmony and Perfection for the Student who will accept them and really feel Their Truth and Reality. Everyone on earth can prove the Truth of this Mighty Law of the “I AM” and no one can prove it false.

May every human being on earth understand the Reality of these Great Ascended Masters, have the Blessing They so lovingly offer and be set free as they read this book.

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES
Price $2.75—Postpaid $3.00

“I AM” DECREES

Our new booklet, the “I AM” DECREES, has just recently been released into the use of the students and readers, for the protection of America and the blessing of everyone who reads and
issues those decrees. The sincere use of the DECREES in this book, with the feeling of determination for the Victory of the Light to come forth now, will bring unlimited assistance to America, her people and the world.

In giving that help to others, the individual who makes those calls will automatically allow them to flow into his own being and world. Thus, through calling for Blessings and Freedom for all does he gain his own. We ask all to use these DECREES for the Protection and Freedom of America NOW, while there is yet time. This booklet is charged with the Ascended Masters' Power of limitless Light and Love to give this Assistance to and through all who issue these Decrees.

The Ascended Masters have said: "There is nothing needed so much and which will release such Almighty Help to America and the people everywhere as the issuing of these Decrees—NOW."

DECREE BOOKS $1.00—Postpaid $1.15

"Mighty I AM Presence" annihilate all atomic consciousness within my flesh body and replace it with the ASCENDED MASTERS' CONSCIOUSNESS AND OBDIENCE ETERNALLY SUSTAINED.

TRANSCRIPTION TOPICS AND SONGS

Mrs. Ballard and Mrs. Rogers

TOPICS

1. "Mighty I AM Presence"—Beautiful Presence
2. "Mighty I AM Presence"—Song to Saint Germain
3. "I AM" God in Action—Contemplation to the "Mighty I AM Presence"
4. "I AM" the Resurrection and the Life—The Ascension
5. The Power of Your Decrees—My Victory
6. The Law of Forgiveness—In the Fragrance of the Lillies
7. The "I AM"—Its Use in Business—Adoration to the Presence
8. The "Mighty I AM Presence"—The Dawn
9. The "Mighty I AM Presence"—Is Light and Freedom for America—Stars and Stripes Forever
10. "I AM" the Law of Life—Ecstasy
11. "I AM" the Ascended Masters' Way—Acceptance
12. "I AM" America's Protection—America Invincible
13. "I AM" America's Loyalty—Our God, Our Country and Our Flag
14. "I AM" America's Call—The Spirit of America
15. "I AM" the Cosmic Light—Onward Children of the Light
16. "I AM" the Power of Light—The Song of Life
17. "I AM" the Miracle of Light—Secret Love Star
18. "I AM" the Victory of Light—Glory to Thee, Oh Light!
19. "I AM" America's Cup of Light—Stars and Stripes Forever

We are prepared to furnish the above Radio Transcriptions to anybody desiring to put on a Program in their locality. We reserve the right to select the Broadcast and secure time on your Local Station. Kindly communicate with Saint Germain Press for full information before approaching your local stations regarding these Transcriptions. We are prepared to give prompt service and avoid all complications.

The cost of these Transcriptions is $20.00 for a double faced record containing two full programs. Each field must pay for the time on their local stations.

MR. & MRS. G. W. BALLARD
• SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS •

We are now prepared to receive subscriptions for the year beginning with the issue of March, 1937, and it will materially assist our planning if those intending to renew their subscriptions will send their renewals as early as possible.

Subscription prices remain as at present. Please make checks payable to

• SINDELAR STUDIOS •

• SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address •

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME

• PROTECTION •

• OF OUR COPYRIGHTS •

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DECREET

"Mighty I AM Presence"! I dissolve every human desire in me this night and hold your Dominion over my FEELING world! see that it never again accepts any human quality into it.

Sizes below can be purchased at the

SINDELAR STUDIOS

2600 South Hoover Street

Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Rings</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Jesus Ascension</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 The Luminous Presence</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Saint Germain</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus' Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Saint Germain's Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SINEDELAR

UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of author's experiences. Price $2.50. Postpaid $2.75.

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of author's experiences. Price $2.75. Postpaid $3.00.

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended, Master Saint Germain
Contains thirty-three discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates. Price $2.75. Postpaid $3.00.

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS,
Volume IV By Chanera

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"

A PICTURE OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
Larger size for Group Leaders, etc. on heavy linen. Size 30x48. Price $15.00. Mailing Charge Included.

A PICTURE OF THE MASTER, JESUS
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar, to whom Jesus had personally appeared. It is an exact likeness of Him as He stood in consultation with Saint Germain and the Tall Master from Venus at the Retreat in the Royal Teton, New Year's Eve of 1935. Price $2.00 (size 12x16). Other sizes from Sindelar Studios.

A PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar. An exact likeness, as he has appeared on many occasions in the Retreat. A companion piece to that of Jesus and meant for the students' meditation. Price $2.00 (size 12x16). Postpaid $2.25. Other sizes from Sindelar Studios.

LIST OF VICTROLA RECORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR-1201</td>
<td>INVOCATIONS</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1202</td>
<td>HARP MEDITATION. &quot;Silent Night&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1203</td>
<td>BENEDICTION</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-1247</td>
<td>HARP MEDITATION. &quot;Nearer My God To Thee&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1241</td>
<td>CALL FOR THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA, No. 1</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1242</td>
<td>CALL FOR THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA, No. 2</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1204</td>
<td>FRAGMENTS OF PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS, No. 1</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1205</td>
<td>FRAGMENTS OF PRIVATE INSTRUCTIONS, No. 2</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1243</td>
<td>ASCENDED MASTERS &amp; ANGELIC HOST, No. 1</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-1244</td>
<td>ASCENDED MASTERS &amp; ANGELIC HOST, No. 2</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Records</td>
<td>$3.00 Two or More Records, $2.50 Each—Mailing Charge Included</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.